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Training Program
Objective
As new Hygiene Providers are hired into their practices, this resource will aid the practice in 
training them according to the Hygiene Diamonds protocols. 

1. Production Based Compensation should be initiated before new provider is hired.

3 Days
Within 3 days of starting the new Hygienist should have:

Watched videos about Fluoride

Watched videos about Sealants  and De-sensitizing agent

Set goal for acceptance on fluoride and sealants

If applicable, spent time shadowing another hygiene provider and listening to verbal skills

Begins tracking using Preventive Services Tracker

Started pre-scheduling all patients for Recare appointments

3 Weeks 
Within 3 weeks of starting the New Hygienist should have

Watched video about Radiographs

Is familiar with Practice Protocol for X-rays, and following it 

Watched video about Whitening for Life, and double impression technique

Started to enroll patients in WFL

Started using Risk Assessment Brochure

Is working to improve FL acceptance percentage

Has same day sealant systems down, and implementing when possible

Achieved 85% or higher pre-scheduling rate

3 Months
Within 3 months of starting the New Hygienist should have

Watched training : 5 Steps to increase Case Acceptance for Periodontal Services

Implemented Classification Worksheet to Assess Hygiene Patients
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Watched Common Case Acceptance Mistakes, or video regarding Case Acceptance

Completed entire online offering of trainings

Has learned how to use Cavity Detecting Laser, and has implemented screenings on every 
patient (if the practice has this technology)

Is familiar with Intra-Oral Camera, and using it at every possible opportunity to maximize 
role as Patient Treatment Advocate

Continued mastery of Preventive Services, and actively seeing progress on acceptance

Submitted Trackers on a regular basis to team leaders and Hygiene Coach if applicable

Achieved 90% pre-scheduling rate
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!!90!Day!Training!Checklist:!!Hygienists
TTI!3/3/3!Worksheet!adapted!for!Siouxland!Dental!Health

Within!the!First!Three!Days Date!Completed NTM Coach Progress!Notes
DELIGHT!PATIENTS
Clinical!Standards
Log!on!to!www.apogeedentaleducation.com
Watch!Flouride,!Sealants,!and!Desensitizing!Agent!Video
Review!instructions!for!Velscope,!Spectra,!and!Intra!Oral!Camera!(Polaris)
Establish!Flouride!and!Sealants!goal!using!days!working!at!MFDC
Communication!Standards
Spend!a!minimum!of!8!hours!shadowing!another!MFDC!hygienist
Preschedule!patients!for!preventative!hygiene!visits!consistently
Confirms!their!own!appointments!(verbal!skills,!philosophy)
Takes!xrays!using!office!xray!system(s)
Review!Open!Dental!training!videos!on!www.opendental.com
The!Front!Desk!Philosophy
Apply!the!YES!Philosophy
Implement!the!Appointment!Availability!Standards
Explain!the!Retention!Strategy!(Everyone!leaves!with!an!appointment)
Apply!Same!Day!Appointment!Philosophy
Identify!Financial!Solutions
Explain!the!MFDC!Plan
First!and!Last!Impressions:
Greeting!and!Closing!of!Patient!Interaction

CREATE!A!REWARDING!WORKPLACE
Review!team!member's!job!description
Review!team's!policies!and!procedures

GENERATE!PROFITS!FOR!STABILITY!AND!GROWTH
Utilizes!the!Preventative!Services!Tracker



!!90!Day!Training!Checklist:!!Hygienists
TTI!3/3/3!Worksheet!adapted!for!Siouxland!Dental!Health

Within!the!First!Three!Weeks Date!Completed NTM Coach Progress!Notes
DELIGHT!PATIENTS
Clinical!Standards
Open!Dental:!!Reads!Family!File
Open!Dental:!!Read!Insurance!Notes
Open!Dental:!!Enter!Service!Notes
Open!Dental:!!View!Documents!(scanned)!images
Open!Dental:!!Recognize!how!payments!are!posted!to!providers
Open!Dental:!!Put!in!a!treatment!plan
Open!Dental:!!Prioritize!the!treatment!plan
Open!Dental:!!Hard/soft!tissue!charting
Open!Dental:!!Chart!conditions!(existing,!missing!teeth,!decay)
Open!Dental:!!Post/complete!procedures!to!the!patient!ledger
Open!Dental:!!Enter!and!update!medical!history
Open!Dental:!!Write!clinical!notes!using!templates!according!to!standards
Watch!video!about!Radiographs!on!www.apogeedentaleducation.com
Understands!and!applies!practice!protocol!for!xrays
Takes!impressions,!pours!up!models,!and!makes!whitening!trays
Watch!video!about!Lifetime!Whitening!and!double!impression!technique
Enrolls!patients!in!Whitening!for!Life!program
Uses!Risk!Assessment!Brochure!consistently
Understands!the!same!day!sealant!philosophy
Preschedule!all!hygiene!patients
Review!hygiene!reporting!system!with!the!Regional!Hygiene!Director

Communication!Standards
Applies!the!YES!Philosophy!to!patient!requests
Applies!the!Appointment!Availability!Standards
Actively!preheats!the!patient!for!potential!treatment
Discovers!the!patient!Dominant!Motive!for!Accepting!Treatment
Identifies!the!patient's!DISC!profile!and!mirrors!it



!!90!Day!Training!Checklist:!!Hygienists
TTI!3/3/3!Worksheet!adapted!for!Siouxland!Dental!Health

Turns!challenges!into!opportunities!using!the!LCQAC!model
Uses!overhear!psychology!when!transferring!patients!to!other!providers

CREATE!A!REWARDING!WORKPLACE
Using!pages!16!and!17!of!You$Have$a$Story!journal,!interview!your!team
On!page!18!and!19!of!You$Have$a$Story$journal,!learn!the!Fish!Philosophy

GENERATE!PROFITS!FOR!STABILITY!AND!GROWTH
Using!the!Mortenson!Dental!Partners!Reporting!System:

With!a!veteran!hygienist,!discuss!and!review!data!in!Hygiene!Reports

Discuss!and!review!how!to!find!the!PSLM!bonus!for!your!practice

Discuss!and!review!the!Hygiene!Incentive!Bonus!structure



!!90!Day!Training!Checklist:!!Hygienists
TTI!3/3/3!Worksheet!adapted!for!Siouxland!Dental!Health

Within!the!First!Three!Months Date!Completed NTM Coach Progress!Notes
DELIGHT!PATIENTS
Clinical!Standards
Implements!Classification!Worksheet!to!Assess!Hygiene!Patients
Complete!entire!online!offering!of!training
Uses!Cavity!Detecting!Laser!and!is!consistently!screening!every!patient
Operates!the!Intra!Oral!Camera
Knows!all!Preventative!Services!offered!and!seeks!patient!acceptance
Communication!Standards
Watch!training:!!5!steps!to!Increase!Case!Acceptance!for!Periodontal!Services
Watch!Common!Case!Acceptance!Mistakes
Uses!verbal!skills!as!Patient!Treatment!Advocate!using!the!Intra!Oral!Camera
Achieved!90%!preNscheduling!rate

CREATE!A!REWARDING!WORKPLACE
Attend!New!Team!Member!Orientation
Review!completed!You$Have$a$Story!journal!with!Team!Leader!and!Doctor

GENERATE!PROFITS!FOR!STABILITY!AND!GROWTH
Submits!Trackers!to!Regional!Hygiene!Director!as!required



!!90!Day!Training!Checklist:!!Dental!Assistant
TTI  3/3/3 worksheet adapted for Siouxland Dental Health

Within!the!First!Three!Days Date!Completed NTM Trainer Comments
DELIGHT!PATIENTS
Clinical!Standards
Demonstrate!understanding!of!OSHA!
Maintain!field!of!operation!during!dental!procedures!(suction,!retraction,!ect.)
Transfer!dental!instruments
Chart!existing!restorations!or!conditions!
Place!pit!and!fissure!sealants
Placing!and!finishing!basic!restorations,!posterior!(class!1)
Place!and!remove!dental!dam
Coronal!polishing
Take!preliminary!impressions
Operatory!set!up/breakdown
Apply!sterilization!and!disinfection!procedures
Know!location!of!patient!lab!cases
Observe!4!hours!in!hygiene:!Types/lengths!of!appointments,!flow
Performs!end!of!Day!duties

Communication!Standards
First!and!Last!Impressions:
Greeting!and!Closing!of!Patient!Interaction
Communicating!basic!procedures!to!patients
Communicating!Post!Op!instructions!to!patients
Check!patient!into!treatment!and!complete!treatment!in!Opendental
Phone!Skills:
Memorize!office!phone!and!fax!numbers
Know!location!of!Dental!Labs!phone!numbers
Confirm!appointments:!!Strategy,!Steps,!Verbal!Skills
Transfer!calls!to!other!phones!in!the!office
Computer!Skills:
Schedule!patients!in!Opendental



!!90!Day!Training!Checklist:!!Dental!Assistant
TTI  3/3/3 worksheet adapted for Siouxland Dental Health

Within!the!First!Three!Days Date!Completed NTM Trainer Comments
Break!a!scheduled!appointment!properly
Cancel!a!scheduled!appointment!properly
Connect!Lab!Case!Manager!to!patients!appointment
Check!the!task!list
Manage!the!Recall!List!(processes,!verbal!skills)
The!Mortenson!Philosophy
Understand!and!apply!the!YES!Philosophy
Implement!the!Appointment!Availability!Standards
Explain!the!Retention!Strategy!(Everyone!leaves!with!an!appointment)
Apply!Same!Day!Appointment!Philosophy
Flexibility!for!Same!Day!conversations
Explain!the!MFDC!Plan

CREATE!A!REWARDING!WORKPLACE
Print!and!prep!patient!schedule!for!following!day!huddle

GENERATE!PROFITS!FOR!STABILITY!AND!GROWTH
Make!sure!all!treatment!is!properly!completed!and!under!correct!provider
Walk!through!supply!ordering!system
Verify!daily!production!



!!90!Day!Training!Checklist:!!Dental!Assistant
TTI  3/3/3 worksheet adapted for Siouxland Dental Health

Within!the!First!Three!Weeks Date!Completed NTM Trainer Comments
DELIGHT!PATIENTS
Clinical!Standards
Computer!skills
Open!Dental:!!Reads!Family!File

Open!Dental:!!Read!Insurance!Notes

Open!Dental:!!View!Documents!(scanned)!images

Open!Dental:!!Put!in!a!treatment!plan

Open!Dental:!!Prioritize!the!treatment!plan

Open!Dental:!!Chart!conditions!(existing,!missing!teeth,!decay)

Open!Dental:!!Post/complete!procedures!to!the!patient!ledger

Open!Dental:!!Enter!and!update!medical!history

Open!Dental:!!Write!clinical!notes!using!templates!according!to!standards

Clinical!Standards

Watch!video!about!Radiographs!on!www.apogeedentaleducation.com

Understands!and!applies!practice!protocol!for!xrays

Takes!impressions,!pours!up!models,!and!makes!whitening!trays

Watch!video!about!Lifetime!Whitening!and!double!impression!technique

Enrolls!patients!in!Whitening!for!Life!program

Writing!basics!for!clinical!notes

Identifies!intraoral!anatomy

Placing!and!removing!matrices

Placing!and!finishing!intermiedate!restorations,!anterior/posterior!(class!1!&2)

Placing,!carving!and!polishing!amalgam!restorations

Proper!lab!case!management

Fabricate!and!place!temporary!crowns

Remove!temporary!crowns!and!cements

Remove!permanet!cement!from!supragingival!surfaces

Place!and!Remove!temporary!fillings

Remove!postSextraction!dressings

Clean!and!polish!removable!appliances!and!prostheses

Provides!oral!hygiene!instructions,!preventive!dentistry,!and!dietary!counceling



!!90!Day!Training!Checklist:!!Dental!Assistant
TTI  3/3/3 worksheet adapted for Siouxland Dental Health

Within!the!First!Three!Weeks Date!Completed NTM Trainer Comments
Take!and!record!vital!signs

Monitor!nitrous!oxide/oxygen!analgesia

Communication!Standards
Applies!the!YES!Philosophy!to!patient!requests

Applies!the!Appointment!Availability!Standards

Actively!preheats!the!patient!for!potential!treatment

Discovers!the!patient!Dominant!Motive!for!Accepting!Treatment

Identifies!the!patient's!DISC!profile!and!mirrors!it

Turns!challenges!into!opportunities!using!the!LCQAC!model

Uses!overhear!psychology!when!transferring!patients!to!other!providers

CREATE!A!REWARDING!WORKPLACE
Perform!routine!maintenance!of!dental!equipment

Learn!the!Fish!Philosophy

GENERATE!PROFITS!FOR!STABILITY!AND!GROWTH
Using!the!Mortenson!Dental!Partners!Reporting!System:

Discuss!and!review!how!to!find!the!PSLM!bonus!for!your!practice



!!90!Day!Training!Checklist:!!Dental!Assistant
TTI  3/3/3 worksheet adapted for Siouxland Dental Health

Within!the!First!Three!Months Date!Completed NTM Trainer Comments
DELIGHT!PATIENTS
Clinical!Standards
Successfully!coverts!Same!Day!treatment
Writing!Narratives!for!Clinical!Notes
Perform!vitality!tests
Operates!Intra!Oral!Camera
Place!stainless!steel!crown
Remove!periodontal!dressings
Phone!in!prescriptions!at!the!direction!of!the!dentist
Placing!and!finishing!all!composite!resin!restorations
Knows!all!Preventative!Services!offered!and!seeks!patient!acceptance
Communication!Standards
Watch!training:!!Treatment!Planning!for!the!Dental!Assistant
Watch!Common!Case!Acceptance!Mistakes
Watch!training:!Philips!ZOOM!whitening
Uses!verbal!skills!as!Patient!Treatment!Advocate!using!the!Intra!Oral!Camera
CREATE!A!REWARDING!WORKPLACE
Attend!New!Team!Member!Orientation
GENERATE!PROFITS!FOR!STABILITY!AND!GROWTH
!Learn!how!to!work!with!specialists!for!multiple!phase!treatments
Maintain!emergency!kit



!!90!Day!Training!Checklist:!!Business!Assistants
TTI  3/3/3 worksheet adapted for Siouxland Dental Health

Within!the!First!Three!Days Date!Completed NTM Coach Progress!Notes
DELIGHT!PATIENTS
Clinical!Standards
Observe!4!hours!in!hygiene:!Types/lengths!of!appointments,!flow
Observe!4!hours!in!Doctor's!clinical!area:!Team!flow

Communication!Standards
First!and!Last!Impressions:
Greeting!and!Closing!of!Patient!Interaction
Check!scheduled!patient!into!Opendental
Take!patient's!picture!in!Opendental
Phone!Skills:
Memorize!office!phone!and!fax!numbers
Check!patient!voicemails
Confirm!appointments:!!Strategy,!Steps,!Verbal!Skills
Transfer!calls!to!other!phones!in!the!office
Computer!Skills:
Schedule!patients!in!Opendental
Break!a!scheduled!appointment!properly
Cancel!a!scheduled!appointment!properly
Print!and!manage!the!ASAP!list!(strategy,!verbal!skills)
Check!the!task!list
Manage!the!Recall!List!(processes,!verbal!skills)
The!Front!Desk!Philosophy
Apply!the!YES!Philosophy
Implement!the!Appointment!Availability!Standards
Explain!the!Retention!Strategy!(Everyone!leaves!with!an!appointment)
Apply!Same!Day!Appointment!Philosophy
Identify!Financial!Solutions
Explain!the!MFDC!Plan

CREATE!A!REWARDING!WORKPLACE



!!90!Day!Training!Checklist:!!Business!Assistants
TTI  3/3/3 worksheet adapted for Siouxland Dental Health

Within!the!First!Three!Days Date!Completed NTM Coach Progress!Notes
Review!team!member's!job!description
Review!team's!policies!and!procedures
Computer!Skills
Post!payments!to!the!correct!provider

GENERATE!PROFITS!FOR!STABILITY!AND!GROWTH
Run!end!of!day!reports!(procedures,!payments,!payconnect)
Send!insurance!claims
Verify!daily!totals!match!and!fill!out!deposit!slip



!!90!Day!Training!Checklist:!!Business!Assistants
TTI  3/3/3 worksheet adapted for Siouxland Dental Health

Within!the!First!Three!Weeks Date!Completed NTM Coach Progress!Notes
DELIGHT!PATIENTS
Clinical!Standards
Computer!Skills:
Open!Dental:!!Enter!new!patient!info!to!the!family!file
Open!Dental:!!Enter!insurance!plan!to!the!family!file!and!update!fees
Open!Dental:!!Attach!insurance!plan!to!other!family!members
Open!Dental:!!Generate!treatment!plans
Open!Dental:!!Read!and!understand!insurance!claims/payment
Open!Dental:!!View!Documents!(scanned)!images
Open!Dental:!!Recognize!how!payments!are!posted!to!providers
Open!Dental:!!Put!in!a!treatment!plan
Open!Dental:!!Prioritize!the!treatment!plan
Open!Dental:!!Hard/soft!tissue!charting
Open!Dental:!!Chart!conditions!(existing,!missing!teeth,!decay)
Open!Dental:!!Post/complete!procedures!to!the!patient!ledger
Open!Dental:!!Enter!and!update!medical!history
Open!Dental:!!Write!clinical!notes!using!templates!according!to!standards
Insurance:
Verify!insurance!eligibility!and!get!plan!breakdown
Phase!One!Training:!NEA
Check!claims!connect!and!fix!errors
Check!new!patient!report!and!update!weekly
Passport:!!Verify!eligibility
Passport:!!Enter!Passport!Claims!on!their!website
Dental!Knowledge
Identify!tooth!numbers
Identify!tooth!surfaces
Explain!the!different!procedures!and!their!benefits!to!the!patient

Communication!Standards



!!90!Day!Training!Checklist:!!Business!Assistants
TTI  3/3/3 worksheet adapted for Siouxland Dental Health

Within!the!First!Three!Weeks Date!Completed NTM Coach Progress!Notes
Treatment!Plan!Presentation:
Applies!the!YES!Philosophy!to!patient!requests
Applies!the!Appointment!Availability!Standards
Actively!preheats!the!patient!for!potential!treatment
Discovers!the!patient!Dominant!Motive!for!Accepting!Treatment
Identifies!the!patient's!DISC!profile!and!mirrors!it
Turns!challenges!into!opportunities!using!the!LCQAC!model
Uses!overhear!psychology!when!transferring!patients!to!other!providers
Observe!verbiage!in!clinical!area
Observe!5!treatment!plans!being!presented!(verbiage)

CREATE!A!REWARDING!WORKPLACE
Using!pages!16!and!17!of!You$Have$a$Story!journal,!interview!your!team
On!page!18!and!19!of!You$Have$a$Story$journal,!learn!the!Fish!Philosophy

GENERATE!PROFITS!FOR!STABILITY!AND!GROWTH
Using!the!Mortenson!Dental!Partners!Reporting!System:

With!a!veteran!hygienist,!discuss!and!review!data!in!Hygiene!Reports

Discuss!and!review!how!to!find!the!PSLM!bonus!for!your!practice

Discuss!and!review!the!Hygiene!Incentive!Bonus!structure

Apply!patient's!for!Financing!Options!(Care!Credit)
Apply!patient's!for!Financing!Options!(Compassionate!Financing)
Operate!the!check!scanner



!!90!Day!Training!Checklist:!!Business!Assistants
TTI  3/3/3 worksheet adapted for Siouxland Dental Health

Within!the!First!Three!Months Date!Completed NTM Coach Progress!Notes
DELIGHT!PATIENTS
Clinical!Standards
Xray!Knowledge:
Identify!the!different!types!of!xrays:
Bitewing
Periapical
Full!Mouth!Series
Panorex
Communication!Standards
Dental!Knowledge:
Watch!training:!!5!steps!to!Increase!Case!Acceptance!for!Periodontal!Services
Watch!Common!Case!Acceptance!Mistakes
Uses!verbal!skills!as!Patient!Treatment!Advocate!using!the!Intra!Oral!Camera
Complete!entire!online!offering!of!training
Explains!the!benefits!of!the!Cavity!Detecting!Laser
Knows!all!Preventative!Services!offered!and!seeks!patient!acceptance
Patient!Accounts:
Review!patient!accounts
Understand!balances!due
Handle!past!due!accounts
CREATE!A!REWARDING!WORKPLACE
Attend!New!Team!Member!Orientation
Review!completed!You$Have$a$Story!journal!with!Team!Leader!and!Doctor



!!90!Day!Training!Checklist:!!Business!Assistants
TTI  3/3/3 worksheet adapted for Siouxland Dental Health

Within!the!First!Three!Months Date!Completed NTM Coach Progress!Notes
GENERATE!PROFITS!FOR!STABILITY!AND!GROWTH
Interpret!all!PSLM!relevant!reports
Actively!contibute!toward!patient!reactivation
Achieve!consistent!patient!compliance!after!treatment!plan!presentation
Explain!in!detail!all!financial!solutions
Contribute!in!whole!to!The!Patient!Care/Front!Desk!Philosophy



Sample Job Descriptions 

 
  

 

Job Descriptions are a critical tool for managing your employees by putting them on notice of 

the specific duties and requirements of their job. Accurate job descriptions enable you to 

powerfully respond to performance issues, assist in determining employee eligibility for a 

particular position, and respond appropriately to a request for a disability accommodation.  

Ideally you should have a job description for every position in your office.  Employees should be 

provided a copy of the job description at the time of hire, and a copy retained in their personnel 

file.  The following job descriptions are provided as samples only, and should be used as a basis 

for developing the accurate job descriptions for the positions in your office.   

We have included the following sample descriptions for your office: 

 
x Dental Assistant 
x Dental Hygienist 
x Front Desk Coordinator/Receptionist 
x Patient Records Specialist 
x Office Manager/Team Leader 
 
 



Position Title: Dental Assistant    Effective Date:___________ 
Position summary:  Assist dentist, set up patient and equipment, and keep records. The purpose of this 
job description is to provide an outline of the duties and may be amended at anytime at the sole discretion 
of the practice. 
 
Tasks:  Prepare patient, sterilize and disinfect instruments, set up instrument trays, prepare materials, and 
assist dentist during dental procedures. 
 

x The position requires that you participate in several surgical procedures each day. 

x Record treatment information in patient records 

x Take and record medical and dental histories and vital signs of patients. 

x Assist dentist in management of medical and dental emergencies. 

x The position requires that you participate in several surgical procedures each day. 

x Provide postoperative instructions prescribed by dentist. 

x Expose dental diagnostic x-rays. 

x Assist dentist in management of medical and dental emergencies. 

x Instruct patients in oral hygiene and plaque control programs. 

x Make preliminary impressions for study casts and occlusal registrations for mounting study casts. 

x Clean and polish removable appliances. 

 
Work Activities:   
 

x Assisting and Caring for Others — Providing personal assistance, medical attention, emotional 
support, or other personal care to others such as coworkers, customers, or patients. 

 
x The position requires a positive attitude and a team player mindset (this is non-negotiable). 
 
x The position of dental assistant is much like any position within the medical field where we deal 

with sensitive issues. You must be able to maintain the highest levels of confidentiality. 
 
x The position requires that you will also need to have the stomach for blood and smells that may 

be unpleasant. This also means that you must learn and adhere to strict safety guidelines and 
procedures. 

 
x Occasionally there may be some travel, by car or plane, required in order for you to participate in 

continuing education or seminars.  
 
x As a dental assistant you will be standing most of the day. You must be able to do so and 

maintain a positive attitude and high level attention to detail. 
 
x The position requires that you must be able to lift at least 35lbs. 
 
x The position we are seeking to fill is an At Will hourly position and is subject to our office 

polices. 
 

x You must be flexible and understand that your job duties may change from time to time and that 
you may be asked to “help out” in other areas of the office. 

 



x The dental assistant position is one of support and requires you to excel in forward thinking and 
in anticipating the needs of the Doctor as well as the patient. 

 
Skills:   
 

x Active Listening - Giving full attention to what other people are saying, taking time to understand 
the points being made, asking questions as appropriate, and not interrupting at inappropriate 
times. 

x Reading Comprehension - Understanding written sentences and paragraphs in work related 
documents. 

x Speaking - Talking to others to convey information effectively. 

x Coordination - Adjusting actions in relation to others' actions. 

x Social Perceptiveness - Being aware of others' reactions and understanding why they react as they 
do. 

x Equipment Maintenance - Performing routine maintenance on equipment and determining when 
and what kind of maintenance is needed. 

Attributes: 
 

x Oral Expression - The ability to communicate information and ideas in speaking so others will 
understand. 

x Oral Comprehension - The ability to listen to and understand information and ideas presented 
through spoken words and sentences. 

x Written Expression - The ability to communicate information and ideas in writing so others will 
understand. 

x Near Vision - The ability to see details at close range (within a few feet of the observer). 

x Speech Clarity - The ability to speak clearly so others can understand you. 

x Information Ordering - The ability to arrange things or actions in a certain order or pattern 
according to a specific rule or set of rules (e.g., patterns of numbers, letters, words, pictures, 
mathematical operations). 

Experience and Education: 

Post-Secondary Certificate - awarded for training completed after high school (for example, in Personnel 
Services, Engineering-related Technologies, Vocational Home Economics, Construction Trades, 
Mechanics and Repairers, Precision Production Trades); None 

Acknowledgement of Receipt by Employee:  
______________________ ________________________    ______________________ 
Printed Name              Signature    Date Received 



Position Title: Dental Hygienist   Effective Date: __________ 

Position summary: Clean teeth and examine oral areas, head, and neck for signs of oral 
disease. May educate patients on oral hygiene, take and develop X-rays, or apply fluoride or 
sealants.  The position is an At Will hourly position and is subject to our office polices. 
Tasks: 
 

x Clean calcareous deposits, accretions, and stains from teeth and beneath margins of gums, using 
dental instruments. 

x Apply fluorides and other cavity preventing agents to arrest dental decay. 
x Expose and develop x-ray film. 
x Provide clinical services and health education to improve and maintain oral health of school 

children.  
x Feel lymph nodes under patient's chin to detect swelling or tenderness that could indicate 

presence of oral cancer.   
x Examine gums, using probes, to locate periodontal recessed gums and signs of gum disease.  
 

Work Activities:   
 

x Assisting and Caring for Others — Providing personal assistance, medical attention, emotional 
support, or other personal care to others such as coworkers, customers, or patients. 

x The position requires a positive attitude and a team player mindset (this is non-negotiable).  
x The position of dental hygienist is much like any position within any medical field where we deal 

with sensitive issues. You must be able to maintain the highest levels of confidentiality. 
x The position requires that you will also need to have the stomach for blood and smells that may 

be unpleasant. This also means that you must learn and adhere to strict safety guidelines and 
procedures. 

x Occasionally there may be some travel, by car or plane, required in order for you to participate in 
continuing education or seminars.  

x As a dental hygienist you will be standing most of the day. You must be able to do so and 
maintain a positive attitude and high level attention to detail. 

x The position requires that you must be able to lift at least 35lbs. 
x You must be flexible and understand that your job duties may change from time to time and that 

you may be asked to “help out” in other areas of the office. 

Skills: 

x Active Listening - Giving full attention to what other people are saying, taking time to understand 
the points being made, asking questions as appropriate, and not interrupting at inappropriate 
times. 

x Speaking - Talking to others to convey information effectively. 

x Reading Comprehension - Understanding written sentences and paragraphs in work related 
documents. 

x Active Learning - Understanding the implications of new information for both current and future 
problem-solving and decision-making. 

x Time Management - Managing one's own time and the time of others. 
x Social Perceptiveness - Being aware of others' reactions and understanding why they react as they 

do. 

Attributes: 

x Finger Dexterity - The ability to make precisely coordinated movements of the fingers of one or 
both hands to grasp, manipulate, or assemble very small objects. 



x Near Vision - The ability to see details at close range (within a few feet of the observer). 

x Manual Dexterity - The ability to quickly move your hand, your hand together with your arm, or 
your two hands to grasp, manipulate, or assemble objects. 

x Arm-Hand Steadiness - The ability to keep your hand and arm steady while moving your arm or 
while holding your arm and hand in one position. 

x Problem Sensitivity - The ability to tell when something is wrong or is likely to go wrong. It does 
not involve solving the problem, only recognizing there is a problem. 

x Oral Expression - The ability to communicate information and ideas in speaking so others will 
understand. 

Experience and Education: 

Associate's Degree (or other 2-year degree); None 

 

 

 

Acknowledgement of Receipt by Employee:  
______________________ ________________________    ______________________ 
Printed Name              Signature    Date Received 



Position Title: Receptionist/Front Desk Coordinator                 Effective Date: __________ 

Position summary:  Answer inquiries and obtain information for general public, patients, 
visitors, and other interested parties. Provide information to callers; Perform routine 
clerical and administrative functions such as drafting correspondence, scheduling 
appointments, organizing and maintaining paper and electronic files.  

Tasks: 

x Operate telephone switchboard to answer, screen and forward calls, providing 
information, taking messages and scheduling appointments. 

x Greet visitors and callers, handle their inquiries, and direct them to the appropriate 
persons according to their needs. 

x Learn to operate new office technologies as they are developed and implemented. 

x File and maintain records. 

x Collect, sort, distribute and prepare mail, messages and courier deliveries. 

x Provide information about the Practice, such as location of offices, employees within the 
organization, or services provided. 

x Transmit information or documents to patients, using computer, mail, or facsimile 
machine. 

Skills: 

x Active Listening - Giving full attention to what other people are saying, taking time to 
understand the points being made, asking questions as appropriate, and not interrupting at 
inappropriate times. 

x Speaking - Talking to others to convey information effectively and clearly. 

x Reading Comprehension - Understanding written sentences and paragraphs in work 
related documents. 

x Writing - Communicating effectively in writing as appropriate for the needs of the 
audience. 

x Service Orientation - Actively looking for ways to help people. 

x Learning Strategies - Selecting and using training/instructional methods and procedures 
appropriate for the situation when learning or teaching new things. 

x Social Perceptiveness - Being aware of others' reactions and understanding why they 
react as they do. 



 

Attributes: 

x Oral Comprehension - The ability to listen to and understand information and ideas 
presented through spoken words and sentences. 

x Oral Expression - The ability to communicate information and ideas in speaking so others 
will understand. 

x Speech Recognition - The ability to identify and understand the speech of another person. 

x Speech Clarity - The ability to speak clearly so others can understand you. 

x Near Vision - The ability to see details at close range (within a few feet of the observer). 

x Written Comprehension - The ability to read and understand information and ideas 
presented in writing. 

Other Requirements: 

x Occasionally there may be some travel, by car or plane, required in order for you to 
participate in continuing education or seminars.  

x You must be flexible and understand that your job duties may change from time to time 
and that you may be asked to “help out” in other areas of the office. 

x The position requires a positive attitude and a team player mindset. 
x We take practice and patient confidentiality very seriously.  You must be able to maintain 

high standards of confidentiality. 
x The position is an At Will hourly position and is subject to our office polices. 

Experience and Education: 

High School Diploma (or GED or High School Equivalence Certificate); Over 1 year, up to and 
including 2 years 

Acknowledgement of Receipt by Employee:  
______________________ ________________________    ______________________ 
Printed Name              Signature    Date Received 



Position Title:   Patient Records Specialist           Effective Date: _________ 

Position summary:  

Compile, process, and maintain records of clinic patients in a manner consistent with medical, 
dental, administrative, ethical, legal, and regulatory requirements of the health care system. 
Process, maintain, compile, and report patient information for health requirements and standards. 

Tasks: 

x Protect the security of records to ensure that confidentiality is maintained. 

x Release information to persons and agencies according to regulations. 

x Review records for completeness, accuracy and compliance with regulations. 

x Plan, develop, maintain and operate a variety of health record indexes and storage and 
retrieval systems to collect, classify, store and analyze information. 

x Compile and maintain patients' medical records to document condition and treatment and 
to provide data for research or cost control and care improvement efforts. 

Skills: 

x Active Listening - Giving full attention to what other people are saying, taking time to 
understand the points being made, asking questions as appropriate, and not interrupting at 
inappropriate times. 

x Reading Comprehension - Understanding written sentences and paragraphs in work 
related documents. 

x Time Management - Managing one's own time and the time of others. 

x Speaking - Talking to others to convey information effectively. 

x Writing - Communicating effectively in writing as appropriate for the needs of the 
audience. 

x Instructing - Teaching others how to do something. 

Attributes: 

x Oral Comprehension - The ability to listen to and understand information and ideas 
presented through spoken words and sentences. 

x Written Comprehension - The ability to read and understand information and ideas 
presented in writing. 

x Oral Expression - The ability to communicate information and ideas in speaking so others 
will understand. 



x Information Ordering - The ability to arrange things or actions in a certain order or 
pattern according to a specific rule or set of rules (e.g., patterns of numbers, letters, 
words, pictures, mathematical operations). 

x Near Vision - The ability to see details at close range (within a few feet of the observer). 

x Speech Clarity - The ability to speak clearly so others can understand you. 

Other Requirements: 

x Occasionally there may be some travel, by car or plane, required in order for you to participate in 
continuing education or seminars.  

 
x You must be flexible and understand that your job duties may change from time to time and that 

you may be asked to “help out” in other areas of the office. 
 

x The position requires a positive attitude and a team player mindset. 
  
x We take practice and patient confidentiality very seriously.  You must be able to maintain high 

standards of confidentiality. 
 

x The position is an At Will hourly position and is subject to our office polices. 

Experience and Education: 

Some College Courses; Over 1 year, up to and including 2 years 

 

Acknowledgement of Receipt by Employee:  
 
______________________ ________________________    ______________________ 
Printed Name              Signature    Date Received 



Position Title:  Office Manager/Team Leader       Effective Date: _______ 

Position summary:   Supervise and coordinate activities of staff.  Plan, direct, and coordinate 
supportive services of the Practice, such as recordkeeping, mail distribution, patient reception, 
scheduling, billing, record keeping and other office support services.  Oversee facility 
maintenance and custodial operations. 
 
Tasks: 
 

x Conduct orientation sessions and arrange on-the-job training for new hires. 
 

x Analyze training needs to develop new training programs or modify and improve existing 
programs.  

 
x Train workers in proper operational procedures and functions, and explain company 

policies. 

x Conduct or arrange for ongoing technical training and personal development classes for 
staff members. 

x Prepare and review operational reports and schedules to ensure accuracy and efficiency. 

x Analyze internal processes and recommend and implement procedural or policy changes 
to improve operations, such as supply changes or the disposal of records. 

x Coordinate staffing, scheduling and vacation requests. 
 

x Acquire, distribute and store supplies. 

x Monitor the Practice to ensure that it remains safe, secure, and well-maintained. 

x Meet with the Doctor and any other supervisors to stay informed of changes affecting 
operations. 

x Observe and evaluate workers' appearance and performance to ensure quality service and 
compliance with specifications. 

x Inspect work areas and operating equipment to ensure conformance to established 
standards in areas such as cleanliness and maintenance. 

Skills:  
 

x Active Listening - Giving full attention to what other people are saying, taking time to 
understand the points being made, asking questions as appropriate, and not interrupting at 
inappropriate times. 

x Instructing - Teaching others how to do something. 

x Service Orientation - Actively looking for ways to help people. 


